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Abstract
Cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) has a high prospect in the biomedical �eld due to its favourable biocompatibility,
stability, and modi�able properties, which render it potentially useful as a template for silver deposition
nanoparticles (Ag NPs). In this research work, the aim was to prepare AgNPs on carboxylate nanocrystal cellulose
(cCNC) in a minimised process and decrease the number of chemical reagents and with a stable anchor and
controllable release Ag + by hydrothermal reaction. The controlled release of Ag+ was also determined. The
anticancer activity of Ag-cCNC on HCT116 (Human colon cancer cells) and SK-MEL-2 (Human Skin Melanoma
cells) were investigated. Silver nanoparticles were uniformly deposited onto cCNC with a 28.0% yield and a particle
size of ∼15 nm. The release rate of silver ions was monitored for 32 days by ICOES analysis. It was found that Ag-
cCNC induced silver ions to release slowly, which displayed a controllable release of silver ions with a rate of 0.1-
0.2% per 2 days and a longterm release of 245 days. Also, Ag-cCNC showed anticancer activity against both HCT
116 (Human colon cancer cell) and SK-MEL-2 (Human Skin Melanoma cell) at 35±4.04% and  20±7.68% cell
viability, respectively. Ag-cCNC showed promising higher 15% anticancer HCT 116 e�cacy than cisplatin, but it was
lower 18% in anticancer SK-MEL-2.  This study provides a novel, sustainable, simple and straightforward way with
environmentally friendly to produce and use natural composite material from Eucalyptus as an antitumour drug.

Introduction
Over the decade, cancer is a disease group that has caused various pathological and metabolic changes in cellular
environments. Cancer is the second most signi�cant cause of death globally. An estimated 9.6 million deaths due to
cancer took place in 2018, about 1 in every6 deaths. Mostly, the typical case in 2018 is Lung (22.40%), then Breast
(22.40%), Colorectal (19.29%), Prostate (13.72), Skin cancer (11.15%) and Stomach (11.04%) cancers (de Martel et
al. 2020). Cancer cells have abnormal metabolic activities in aerobic glycolysis, mitochondrial DNA depletion,
alterations in respiratory chains and genomic expressions. The medical therapy of cancer has been used, especially
taking chemical medicine  (Litwin and Tan 2017). However, some medicine and chemotherapy could be limited by
their undesirable side effects to other cells, low solubility, and multidrug resistance (MDR) (Qiao et al. 2010; Somu
and Paul 2019). The drug's low solubility has issued a limited bioaccessibility because the insoluble drug had lower
diffusion capacity into the human cell membrane, and multidrug resistance is the principal mechanism to involve
cancer against chemotherapy drugs. Hence, there is a need for developing an alternate therapeutic approach with
selective cytotoxicity to cancer cells with minimal or no toxicity to healthy cells.

Recently, the concept of nanoparticles (NPs) for cancer therapy has been studied. The NPs are investigated in
cancer therapy applications as clusters of ions, atoms or molecules within a speci�ed size range of 1–100 nm
(Johnston 2012). The NPs such as gold (Au), silver (Ag), and platinum (Pt) nanoparticles size of 70–200 nm were
suitable for use in cancer treatment (Gaumet et al. 2008). Silver ions (Ag+) have been reported as essential
components for various antibacterial products because of their antibacterial effect and low-toxicity to human cells
(Wu et al. 2018). Moreover, they have been used in the pharmaceutical application of AgNPs by enhancing the
tumour-killing effects of anticancer drugs (Chugh et al. 2018). Mostly, AgNPs are unstable because of their large
surface, leading to a large cluster in the media. This causes low e�cacy activity (Fujii et al. 2020). In general, the
prevent aggregation of AgNPs in media has been reported by adding a dispersing agent or surface modi�cation.
The addition of extra chemical reagents such as toxic or dispersing reagent is overused to prepare uniform, stable
dispersion of AgNPs. The deposition technique of metal nanoparticles with polymer matrices have been used to
immobilise Ag NPs, including physisorption, electrostatic binding, and charge-transfer interactions (Harra et al.
2012; Sotiriou 2013; Wu et al. 2018). It has been reported that Ag+ ions could be released from their support to
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inhibit bacterial growth at human body temperature (Ghasemzadeh et al. 2016). However, the drawback of AgNPs
on the additive substrate was an uncontrollable release of Ag+ (Nthunya et al. 2017; Song et al. 2012), resulting in
unstable treatment. It was also found that a concentration of Ag+ higher than that 50 ppm might negatively cause
DNA damage in mammalian cells (Ahamed et al. 2008; Kittler et al. 2010). Thus,  among those formations of
AgNPs on polymer supports was preferred because it is controllable releasing of Ag+, uniform size distribution and
no aggregation with decrease the number of chemical reagents.

Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) have become one of the main focuses of research in the CNC,  which possess many
attractive properties such as high speci�c strength (Abitbol et al. 2016), high surface area, hydrophilicity (George
and Sabapathi 2015), biocompatibility (Liu et al. 2017) and ease of surface modi�cation (Putro et al. 2017).  CNC
has been used to immobilise nanoparticles as biocompatible products (Fu et al. 2018; Hokkanen et al. 2016). An
oxidation reaction can produce oxidised-cellulose, which generates small scale cellulose and raises carboxylate
groups on the cellulose surface as carboxylated cellulose nanocrystals (cCNC). Carboxyl or aldehyde groups on the
cellulose surface have been reported to provide highly dispersed active sites that can connect with nanoparticles in
various ways (Fujii et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2019). Carboxylate cellulose nanocrystals (cCNC) has been synthesised by
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl radical (TEMPO) oxidation, which occurred at C6 primary hydroxyls to provide
carboxyl groups (Ifuku et al. 2009; Uddin et al. 2014) or dialdehyde cellulose at positions C2 and C3 on glucose
units (AGU) (Plappert et al. 2018). However, TEMPO-oxidised cellulose involves harmful reducing agents, including
hydrazine and sodium borohydride (NaBH4), which exhibit undesirable toxicity and produced many chemical waste
products (Ma et al. 2016). Hence, previous studies have reported synthesised carboxylate cellulose nanocrystals by
ammonium persulfate oxidation (Jutakridsada et al. 2020). This method has low toxicity, highly oxidising, water-
soluble, and low-cost. The synthesis of nanocellulose/silver (Ag-cCNC) nanocomposite has been investigated in
many methods (Abdel-Halim and Al-Deyab 2011; Lokanathan et al. 2014; Ma et al. 2016). For instance,  Li et al.
(2015) (Li et al. 2015) has reported the synthesised Ag on a cellulose substrate by directed hydrothermal on
cellulose �bre. They found the uniform particle size, high distribution of AgNPs on the cellulose surface with a high
ratio of AgNPs to cellulose at high temperature and hydrothermal reaction pressure, which could be suitable for
biomedical application.  Also, the particle size of AgNPs in cellulose support can affect their activity in biomedicine
(Ahamed et al. 2010)

Thus, in this work, the aim was to prepare carboxylate nanocrystal cellulose (cCNC) from eucalyptus pulp to
minimise the process and decrease the number of chemical reagents that immobilise AgNPs on cCNC with stably
anchored. The cCNC from the eucalyptus pulp was prepared by using only ammonium persulfate oxidation.  Ag-
cCNC nanocomposite was produced without adding any chemical reductants or toxic solvents by the hydrothermal
method. X-ray diffraction, TGA, TEM-EDX and XPS were used to characterise Ag-cCNC to con�rm Ag's presence. 
The amount of Ag+ release was determined by ICP-OES analysis. The anticancer  HCT 116 (Human colon cancer
cell) and SK-MEL-2 (Human Skin Melanoma cell) activity were investigated and compared with cisplatin as a drug
cancer treatment.  This study contributes to the preparation Ag-cCNC in a simple and environmentally friendly to
using natural cellulose with AgNPs as a tumour-killing drug treatment which could be an alternative way to add the
value of eucalyptus pulp.

Materials And Methods
Materials
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Eucalyptus pulp sheets were supplied by Pheonix Pulp and Paper Public Com. Ltd.  Sulfuric acid aqueous solution
(96 wt%) and ammonium persulfate (APS) were supplied by RCI-Lab scan (Thailand). Silver nitrate (AgNO3, purity ≥
99%) were purchase from Sigma Aldrich. Other reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich in analytical reagents
grade. All of the experimental solutions were prepared using deionised (DI) water.

Synthesis of nanosilver on carboxylate nanocellulose by hydrothermal method

Cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) and Carboxylate cellulose nanocrystal (cCNC) were prepared following the method
described in our previous work (Jutakridsada et al. 2020). Brie�y, Eucalyptus pulp was hydrolysed by mixed with 50
wt% sulfuric acids at 60 °C for 60 min. The hydrolysed sample was washed by deionised water and dried, resulting
in CNC.  Then, the CNC was modi�ed to produce cCNC by mixing CNC with 1 M ammonium persulfate solution. The
mixed solution was maintained at a temperature of 70 + 2 °C for 24 h. Then, the mixed solution was separated, and
the solid residue was cCNC sample.

Nanosilver on cCNC was prepared in a single step hydrothermal reaction by modi�ed method following Zhang, X. et
al.work's (Zhang et al. 2019). In brief,  0.1 g of the cCNC was dissolved entirely with 30 mL of deionised water. Then,
cCNC (20 mL) was mixed with 30 mL of silver nitrate solution. The solutions were maintained into a Te�on
autoclave of 50 ml and then kept at 140 °C for 4 h. Finally, yellowish solutions were obtained and then separated by
centrifuge at 9,000 rpm for 15 min (Hettich Zentrifugen, ROTINA 380R, Germany). The solid phase was Ag-cCNC,
which was dried and kept in a desiccator.  The different 0.5wt%, 1.0wt% and 1.5wt% AgNO3 concentrations on cCNC
were prepared, namely  0.5wt% Ag-cCNC, 1.0wt% Ag-cCNC, and 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC, respectively.

Characterisation

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements

Crystal structure of CNC, cCNC, various Ag-cCNC samples were determined by  X-ray diffraction (Bruker D8 Advance,
Germany). The XRD pattern of all samples was analysed using Ni-�ltered Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å), operating
at 40 kV and 30 mA. The CNC, cCNC  and all Ag-cCNC samples were scanned within 2θ range of 10–80°. All
samples' crystal pro�le was drawn using Mercury software 4.3.1 (The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
Cambridge, UK).

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

The functional chemical group of CNC, cCNC, Ag-cCNC were measured by FT-IR spectrometer (Bruker, Germany).
Ten mg of samples were pressed into an acrylic mould with a diameter of 10 mm. FTIR spectra were recorded in
spectral wavelength between 600 and 4000 cm−1 with a 4 cm−1 of resolution.

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)

The thermal stability of the catalyst is an essential criterion for application in practice. The thermal decomposition
of CNC, cCNC and various Ag-cCNC samples was characterised by TGA analysis (TGA 50, Shimadzu, Japan). A
200-mg sample of the material was heated in a temperature range of 35-700°C at a heating rate of 10 °C /min under
nitrogen �ow.

X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) 
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X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were used to analyse the molecular binding with an X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer (AXIS Ultra DLD, Kratos Co., England) with monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) radiation as the
excitation source. The binding energy charge was corrected to 284.6, 368.2,531.5 eV for C 1s, Ag 3 d, and O 1s.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM-EDX)

The morphology of various Ag-cCNC concentrations was imaged using Transmission electron microscopy energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (Tecnai2 G2 20, FEI, USA), and the energy dispersive X-ray spectrometers (EDX), (X-
Max in the FESEM and INCAxsight in the TEM, Oxford instrument, UK). The samples were prepared by dispersed
into ethanol in a ratio of 1:10 (samples: ethanol). Ten μl of dispersed samples were added to the carbon-coated
electron microscopy grid. Then, the samples were observed at 100 kV using a transmission electron microscope.

Particle size distribution

The particle size distribution of various Ag-cCNC concentrations was determined by Zetasizer Nano ZS instrument
(Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). All Ag-cCNC samples were dispersed deionised water (DI). One millilitre of the
samples was inserted into a single-use disposable polystyrene cuvette DTS0012 (Malvern Panalytical, Malvern,
UK).  The particle size distribution (PSD) was measured at 25 °C in three repeated measurements.

UV-Vis spectra 

UV−vis spectra were performed on an Agilent UV−vis spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, USA) in the range of
200−800 nm with a resolution of 2 nm. Two mL of Ag-cCNC solution samples were placed in a 1 cm thick quartz
cuvette, and spectra were recorded at room temperature.

Ag+ Release Behavior

This method was adapted from Li J et al (2019) (Li et al. 2019) with a minor modi�cation. In brief, 0.05 g of
1.5wt%Ag-cCNC sample was mixed with 50 mL of DI water in a screw cap centrifuge tube and incubated at a
temperature of 37 °C. The mixed sample was centrifuged at 9,000 rpm every 48 h. The liquid phase was separated
to determine the amount of Ag+ release. The residual solid phase was added into 50 ml of distilled water in the
other tube container and kept at 37 °C. This procedure was conducted on a 48 h interval for 32 days.  The Ag+

concentrations in the solutions were analysed using ICP-OES (ICP-OES; 5110, Agilent, USA). Before analysis, the ICP-
ES instrument was calibrated silver concentration by the standard silver nitrate solution of different concentrations.

Cytotoxicity test

Cell lines and culture

HCT116 (human colon cancer, ATCC#CCL-247) cell and SK-MEL-2 (Skin cell melanoma cancer cell) line was
cultured in DMEM. The media were supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 units/ml penicillin, and
100 µg/ml streptomycin.  The cell lines were incubated at 37 °C with 95% air and 5% CO2 and reached
approximately 80% con�uent before use.

Cell cytotoxicity by NR assay

As previously described, the cytotoxicity activities of CNC and 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC and NR assay (Pocasap et al.
2018).  Brie�y, HCT116 and SK-MEL-2 cells at 3.5×105 cells/ml were seeded into 96-well plates.  Then, cells were
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treated with various concentrations of samples for 24 h.  The cells were washed with PBS and incubated with
neutral red (�nal concentration of 50 µg/ml) for 2 h at 37 °C.  The supernatant was removed, and the neutral red
incorporated inside the cell was lysed by 0.33% HCl in isopropanol.  The absorbance of neutral red dye was
measured at 537 nm (with 660 nm as a reference wavelength) using EnSight multimode plate reader (PerkinElmer,
Waltham, MA, USA).  Antiproliferative activity was calculated as a percentage compared to the untreated cells and
expressed as mean ± SD.

Results And Discussion
Characterisation of CNC, cCNC and Ag-cCNC

XRD of the synthesised samples was determined. Figure 1 illustrates X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of CNC, cCNC
and various Ag-cCNC concentrations. All samples present the diffraction peaks at approximately 16°, 22° and 34°
corresponding to (110), (200) and (004), respectively are associated with cellulose type I as its natural form. In case
of Ag-cCNC samples, there are the diffraction peaks at 38°, 44°, 64° and 77° assigning to the (111), (200), (220) and
(311) plane of face centred cubic (FCC) silver (Ag) (Han et al. 2016).

Figure 2 shows FTIR spectra of CNC, cCNC and various Ag-cCNC concentrations.  The appearance peak at 1051,
1651, 1730, 2912 and 3350 cm-1 were found in all samples. The peak at 1051 cm-1 was associated with C-O's
bending vibration corresponding to the hydroxyl group in a cellulose structure. The CNC and cCNC show a strong
peak while the Ag-cCNC displayed a small peak.  The decreased peak was found in Ag-cCNC sample. This result
was due to the fact that the hydroxyl group may disrupt during the hydrothermal reaction.

The peak at 1651 cm-1 was attributed to the OH group's bending scribable to aldehyde or ketone groups (Castro-
Guerrero and Gray 2014), indicating no aldehyde or ketone groups occurred in the CNC. Therefore, their occurrence
of bands at 1730 cm−1 indicated that CNCs had experienced carboxylation. An appearance peak at 1614 cm-1 of 
cCNC assigned to the carboxylate groups (-COO), whereas this spectrum disappeared in Ag-cCNC sample. This
possible explanation is that the carboxylate group on cCNC acts as an active site for silver adsorption, which the
carboxylate groups might involve the redox reaction.

The peak at 2912 cm-1 was ascribed to the stretching vibration of C-H. The peak at 3350 cm-1 was associated with
the hydrogen bond stretching of OH groups. It can be noticed that the spectra of Ag-cCNC at this peak had lower
absorbance than that of CNC and cCNC. The possible explanation is that the hydroxyl groups (OH) could be
induced to interact with the Ag nanoparticles' surface. Furthermore, the absorption band attributed to the hydrogen
bond stretching vibration in Ag-cCNC was shifted, which could be explained by the interaction of OH groups with the
Ag nanoparticles surface.

Figure 3 shows TGA curves of CNC, cCNC and various Ag-cCNC concentrations in N2. The major weight loss of CNC

and cCNC was in the range of  150–550◦C, while Ag-cCNC samples were at 250-450◦C. This result showed higher
thermal stability of the materials in the presence of AgNPs. Also,  the percentage yield of the silver content in the
composite �bers was calculated. The %yield of 17.7, 23.3 and 28.0 for 0.5wt%, 1.0wt% and 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC,
respectively.

According to X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results, the chemical composition and bonding of CNC, cCNC,
0.5wt%Ag-cCNC, 1.0wt% Ag-cCNC and 1.5wt% were scanned in the range of 0-1100 eV (as in �g.1s in
supplementally data). The essential spectra of each sample are shown in Figure 4 (a)-(e). The XPS spectra of all
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samples show binding energy in three regions, Ag 3d, C 1s and O 1s, with different ranges. At Ag 3d region, the two
peaks with binding energies of Ag 3d 3/2 and Ag 3d 5/2 at 366.2 and 372.2 eV, respectively, were recognised in all
Ag-cCNC concentrations. In contrast, there were no two peaks in CNC and cCNC samples. Two prominent peaks
indicate Ag 3d 3/2 and Ag 3d 5/2, attributed to Ag0 (Ramstedt and Franklyn 2010). The energy gap between Ag 3d
3/2 and Ag 3d 5/2 was ca. 6 eV, indicating a splitting of the two peaks of Ag 3d can be due to the spin−orbit
coupling. This result con�rmed by the existence of Ag0 state on the cellulose surface. Similarly, Dong et al. (2015)
has reported the silver zero-valence on silver-reinforced cellulose hybrids with the associate XPS peak at 368.0 and
373.9 eV.  Also, Murray et al. (2005) proposed that Ag(0) in nanosilver wire could play an essential role in Ag+

release, which could be applied for antibacterial and anticancer treatment (Islam et al. 2018; Vijayakumar et al.
2019). The appearance of silver was in good agreement with XRD analysis.

At C1s region, it can be noticed four peaks occurred at 283.1, 284.6 and 286.1 eV, corresponding to the carbon of
alkyl (C-C/C-H), alcohol (C-OH), ether (C-O-C), respectively, in all samples.  Also, the peak of carboxyl carbon (C = O)
at 287.9 eV was found in all cCNC samples. A surface-modi�ed CNC process could cause this. Interestingly, the
peak of ether (C-O-C) and carboxyl carbon (C = O) at 286.9 and 288.0 eV of all Ag-cCNC sample was shifted a little
to the higher binding energy in comparison with cCNC sample, and it could con�rm that the carboxyl acts as
nucleation sites for Ag NPs loading onto cCNC.

At O1s region, the spectra of oxygen making single bonds carbon (C-O), oxygen making a double bond with carbon
C=O and surface hydroxyl groups (O–H) ( O in H2O)) were found in all samples.   Similarly, there was a minor shift
in all Ag-cCNC, which agrees with Ag's presence on the surface of cCNC. 

Based on XPS results, the possible forming of Ag-cCNC was proposed, as shown in Figure 4. The reaction was
composed of two steps; surface-modi�ed by Ammonium persulfate reagent and hydrothermal reaction. Firstly, C4
hydroxyl group in β-d-glucopyranoside on CNC surface was oxidised to become carboxylate cellulose nanocrystal
(cCNC) by ammonium persulfate reagent, providing a lot of carboxyl carbon (C = O) and also OH group on the end
of cCNC (as mentioned in XPS result). This mechanism has been reported in previous work (Jutakridsada et al.
2020).  Secondly, Ag-cCNC was synthesised by a one-step hydrothermal reaction. During the hydrothermal reaction,
the redox reaction between cCNC and AgNO3 occurred, which cCNC can act as a reducing agent to reduce Ag+ into

Ag (Zhang et al. 2019). Under high temperature and pressure, the absorbed Ag+ was reduced by OH and carboxyl
groups and formed Ag's initial nucleation site, and silver nanoparticle would be stably anchored at the carboxylate
groups on the surface of cCNC (Wu et al. 2014). A similar result has been reported by Zhang et al. (2019), which
prepared Ag onto TEMPO-oxidised nanocelluloluse by the hydrothermal reaction, resulting in the attached Ag on
oxidised nanocelluloluse surface. However, they synthesised Ag on oxidised-nanocelluloluse with three steps;
TEMPO-oxidised nano�brillated cellulose, dialdehyde nano�brillated cellulose and deposition of Silver
Nanoparticles onto dialdehyde nano�brillated cellulose. While in this work, Ag-cCNC was produced in two steps;
APS-oxidised nanocellulose and Ag-doping using only AgNO3 by hydrothermal reaction. This result shows Ag0

achievement on cellulose nanocrystal with  a few steps and number of reductants or stabilisers, enabling use in
biomedical application with an environmentally friendly approach.

Morphology of Ag-cCNC  

Figure 6 shows TEM images of various Ag-cCNC concentrations—the aggregated black particles was silver particle
interspaces of cCNC , which were noticed that the more silver nanoparticles, the higher Ag concentrations. Ag
particles' high distribution on cCNC surface was observed with the range of 5 – 50 nm.  The average  Ag particle
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size was at ca 21.96 ± 8.04, 18.92 ± 7.80, and  15.79 ± 6.59 am for 0.5,1.0 and 1.5wt%Ag-cCNC, respectively (in
Table S.1  supplementary matertials). According to the EDX analysis (Fig 5d, 5e, and 5f. The EDX spectra show a
silver element peak at 4, 23, 25 keV. Small Ag particles with fair distribution offered high catalytic activity,
generating ROS as an essential anticancer or antibacterial mechanism (Zhang et al. 2019).  

The particle size distribution of various Ag-cCNC concentrations was measured using Zetasizer Nano ZS
instrument. Figure 7 (a) –(c) shows a size distribution histogram of various Ag-cCNC concentrations. There were
three ranges of particles sized 4.84-11.70, 43.82-78.82 and 396.10-712.40 nm for 0.5wt% Ag-cCNC (Figure 6(a)) 
and 4.85-7.53, 37.84-68.06 and 295.30-531.20 nm for 1.0 wt% Ag-cCNC (Figure 6(b)), whereas it was two regions;
6.50-10.10 and 141.80-190.10 nm for 1.5 wt% Ag-cCNC (Figure 6(c)). The majority of particle sizes of various Ag-
cCNC concentrations was in the range of a few hundred nanometers. Comparison, in the majority range, the particle
size signi�cantly decreased when the concentration of Ag increased. At a low concentration of silver nitrate, it could
have fewer Ag ion deposition on hydroxyl groups in cCNC. The cluster of cCNC was in the main particles. This
heterogeneous structure leads to the non-uniform breakup of carboxylated cellulose nanocrystals (cCNC), resulting
in a low distribution of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in cellulose substrate. In contrast to, at high concentration of
Ag, this may be the Ag+ was randomly selected attach surface of cCNC, and this could be decreased cluster of cCNC
during the hydrothermal reaction.  This result agrees with the  Sadanand et al. (2017) work’s, who found the average
size of Ag NPs particle decreased with an increase of AgNO3 solution concentration prepared by hydrothermal
method.  

UV−Vis Spectra Analyzing Nanoparticle Assembly

UV-Vis Spectrophotometer was used to measure the excitation of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band of
nanosilver particles, which con�rm the presence of Ag NPs on cCNC surface. Figure 7 shows the UV-Vis spectra of
cCNC and various Ag-cCNC concentrations in the wavelength of 250-600 nm. The result presents the absorption
peak at about 412 nm in all Ag-cCNC samples, while there is no spectrum at this wavelength in the cCNC sample.
During the Ag-cCNC synthesis process,  the Ag-cCNC solutions displayed a colour change from milk-white to dark
brown, which shows nanosilver particle formation. The colour change occurs because the free electrons were
moved from valence band to conduction band (Singh et al. 2013) at the surface of the nanoparticles, and then, the
oscillation of their electron in resonance was given a brown colour with a unique surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
band (Sotiriou 2013). This result is because of the SPR effect induced by Ag NPs. Also, the absorbance signi�cantly
increased when the percentage of Ag NPs in cCNC increased.  

Table 1 shows the %yield, average particle size and silver particle size of Ag-doping on cCNC. The as-prepared
1.5wt%Ag-cCNC produced a higher  %yield with a similar range of Ag particle size and average Ag particle to the
other works, which could bene�t their catalytic activity and industrial proposed.  Most important, the controllable
release could be the key to the biomedical application due to the high Ag dose( > 50 ppm) that can damage a
human cell.

Table 1  comparison between   %yield, average particle size and silver particle size of   Ag-doping on

cCNC composite with hydrothermal reaction and the other methods. 
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Composite material Method %yield
of

AgNPs

Range of
silver

particle
sizes  
 (nm)

Average
silver

particle
size

  (nm)

References

Bacterial
cellulose/Silver nanoparticles

Immersed AgNO3 25.0 70 - 100  85 (de Santa
Maria et
al. 2009)

Cellulose/ Silver nanoparticles TEMPO
oxidation/Hydrothermal

25.3 - 9.8  (Fujii et
al. 2020)

Dialdehyde Nanofibrillated
Cellulose/Silver Nanoparticle

Ultrasonication at 80
°C 

1.79 8 - 37 16.63 (Li et
al. 2019)

Cellulose fibre/ Silver
nanoparticles

Hydrothermal at 80 °C 2.4 6.5 - 20 7.2-
12.5

(Li et
al. 2015)

Cellulose/silver nanoparticles Hydrothermal at 80 °C 4.9 8 - 48 18.6 (Wu et
al. 2012)

Cellulose/silver nanoparticles Microwaves assist and
Hydrothermal at 160

°C

23.1 - 16 (Fu et
al. 2018)

1.5%wt Ag-cCNC Hydrothermal at 140
°C

28.0 4.87 - 37.31 15.79 ±
6.59

This work 

 

Control releasing

The noble metal nanoparticles such as silver (Ag), Gold (Au), Zinc oxide (ZnO), and Titanium dioxide (TiO2) are
most promising in the anticancer treatment (Arjunan et al. 2016; Murugan et al. 2016; Sivakumar et al. 2018;
Vijayan et al. 2019).   However, the high dose of  NMNPs can cause side-effects on the human cell; for example,
Greulich et al. (2012) reported the toxic effect of silver nanoparticle in the range of 12.5 – 50 ppm on the human
cell. A high amount of silver nanoparticle can produce many oxidised reactive oxygen species (ROS), directly
inhibiting the human cell membrane and leading to death (Johnston et al. 2010). Sambale et al. (2015) have also
suggested similar results, but  Ag+ in the range of 10-40 ppm could affect a human cell.

Recently, silver nanoparticles could achieve excellent biomedical applications such as antibacterial and anticancer
but lower concentration at 50 ppm for silver nanoparticle (40 ppm for Ag+), which are not harmful to human cells.
(Mohamed et al. 2020). However, it has been reported that a high concentration of Ag NPs has cytotoxicity on a
human cell; especially,  the Ag NPs size with a diameter of 100-160 mm, lengths of 1.5 – 25 µm could have
cytotoxic effects on human lung cells (Sankar et al. 2013). Thus, the immobilised silver nanoparticles on cellulose
could be the alternative way to control the releasing rate of Ag NPs and form Ag zero valence on cCNC surface. The
amount of Ag ions were measured by ICP-OES analysis. Figure 9 presents the number of Ag+ release rates and
cumulative Ag+ of 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC in DI water for 32 days.  As can be seen, the highest Ag+ releasing of 5.38±0.244
ppm was found in the �rst two days. During 2-32 days, Ag+ releasing �uctuated in the range of 2.76 ± 0.10–1.24 ±
0.05 ppm (0.10±0.06 –0.05±0.01%). The cumulative Ag+ releasing was approximately 38.18±2.35 ppm (1.47±0.81
%) for 32 days. Table 2  shows the concentration of Ag+on cCNC surface,  amount and  % Ag+ release at 32 days in
all Ag-cCNC samples.
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 As reported by Sambale, F. et al. (Sambale et al. 2015),  Ag+ ion is not harmful to human cells at a concentration
below 40 ppm; in our result, the total Ag+ release was 38.18±2.35 ppm in  32 days, which could not damage human
cells. The linear �tting of the total release of Ag+ shown in Figure 6. The linear �tting equation is following the below
equation:

where Y is the total release of Ag+ (%), x is the period of releasing time (days), and R2 is the correlation coe�cient.

As following to our Ag+ releasing equation (1),   the average release per 2 days of Ag+ was approximate 0.81 ±
0.57% ( 2.46 ± 1.15 ppm) (0.41%/day),  while Maneerung et al. (2008) reported the initial Ag+ release rate from the
silver nanoparticle impregnated on bacterial cellulose at approximately 10.7%/day.   Zhao et al. (2017) also
presented a 12.2%/day releasing of silver Nanoparticles Loaded Graphene Oxide. Our results were much lower than
that of literature works. Ag+ of Ag-cCNC has displayed a slow and controllable release of Ag+ from the nanoscale
substrates, which could be desired the drug's release rate or active ingredient gradually over the day (Yun et al.
2015) without toxic to human cells. Table 2  shows the concentration of Ag+on cCNC surface,  amount and  % Ag+

release at 32 days. The maximum  amount of Ag+  on cCNC and total Ag+ release was occurred at 1.5wt%cCNC
sample wheras it was the lowest in %releasing.

In our work, the Ag+ would be released entirely from Ag-cCNC approximately in 245 days. It offers a long-term Ag+

releasing that could cause a strong interaction between cCNC and silver nanoparticles by the hydrothermal method.
Compare to Zhao et al. (2017) work’s, and they reported the released Ag+ at 97.0% silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) on
graphene oxide (GO) nanocomposite (GO-Ag) by microwave synthesiser for 16 days. It could be an excellent
suggestion to use the hydrothermal reaction to deposition Ag NPs on cellulose. Since the controlled Ag+ release
from cellulose surface shown a long-term Ag+ releasing, which would be useful in the application on the biomedical
�eld such as chemotherapy medication, skin plaster (Yi et al. 2019), surgical sutures (Guambo et al. 2020), and
wound dressings (Gupta et al. 2020) and other advanced biomaterials (George et al. 2019; Hickey and Pelling 2019;
Mandal et al. 2017). This may not need a high concentration dose, but it should be a long term activity. 

Table 2  Ag+ concentration on cCNC and total releasing of Ag+ in 32 days
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Sample  The concentration of Ag+

on cCNC 

 (ppm)

Total Ag+ releasing in 32

days (ppm)

% Total Ag+ releasing in 32

days (%)

 

0.5%wt Ag-

cCNC

805.66 ± 2.41 19.65 ± 0.766 2.44 ± 0.07

1.0%wt Ag-

cCNC

2062.18 ± 6.18 32.79 ± 1.27 1.59 ± 0.05

1.5%wt Ag-

cCNC

2445.06 ± 7.33 39.16 ± 1.52 1.53 ± 0.06

Antitumour activity of Ag-cCNC against HCT116 and SK-MEL-2

Figure 10 (a) and (b)  shows the percentage of viability of HCT116 human colon cancer cell line and SK-MEL-2
Human Skin Melanoma cell line, respectively, with various doses of cCNC and 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC, cisplatin as a
chemotherapy medication, untreated cell and 1% DMSO as solvent control at treatment times of 24 h. It can be
noticed that there was no anticancer activity in cCNC sample with about 100% viability at all concentrations in both
HCT 116 and SK-MEL-2 Cell lines. While 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC sample, it inhibited cell growth and viability of HCT116
human colon cancer cell line and SK-MEL-2 Human Skin Melanoma cell line with 35% and 20%viability, respectively,
at the dose of 200 µg/mL and it had no activity in both cancer cell at a dose of  50 and 100 µg/mL. Comparison to
cisplatin ([Pt(NH3)2Cl2]) as well-known high-e�cient cancer chemotherapy, 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC sample with the dose
of 200 µg/mL obtained higher 15%inhibition HCT 116  cancer cell than that of  Cisplatin. In contrast, cisplatin
performed a larger 15%inhibition SK-MEL-2 Human Skin Melanoma cancer cell than 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC sample with a
dose of 200 µg/mL. This may be due to the different biological structure and DNA in HCT 116 cells and SK-MEL-2
cells (Taylor et al. 2019). Also, It has been reported that cisplatin has an overall cure rate exceeds 90% (Dasari and
Tchounwou 2014), which inhibits DNA synthesis or inhibition of cell growth. 

As shown in Figure 11, the graphical mechanism of Ag-cCNC attack on a cancer cell, Ag-cCNC could release Ag+

from Ag nanoparticle on cCNC surface, which generate the ROS to penetrate the cancer cell membrane and induce
cancer cell death. ROS production is an important mechanism behind Ag nanoparticles' anticancer effect (Zhang et
al. 2016). This result can be con�rmed the anticancer activity of Ag-cCNC sample. The physical properties of Ag-
cCNC such as size, Ag releasing, morphology is critically performed of anticancer activity. The smaller size of Ag-
cCNC (in the range of 5-190 nm), the higher cytotoxicity effects on both cancer cells. This is because a small Ag-
cCNC particle size could attach to the cancer cell,  where Ag nanoparticles would release Ag+ and generate the ROS
to destroy the cell  (Chugh et al. 2018). Also, it was reported that the positively charged Ag+ ions could create higher
activity than negative charges due to the ionic interaction between negatively charged cell membrane surfaces
(Zhang et al. 2019). This leads to cell membrane leakage and penetration into cancer cells. As consistent with
cytotoxicity assay, antiproliferative assay results revealed that 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC sample inhibited cell growth and
viability of all cancer cell lines in a dose-dependent manner.
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However, in this work, the anticancer activity of Ag-cCNC on HCT-116 colon cancer cells shows higher e�ciency
than that of  SK-MEL-2 Human Skin Melanoma cells, whereas cisplatin demonstrated the opposite results.
Practically, the application of Ag-cCNC to anticancer may be suitably used in skin cell due to its heterogeneous
phase. It can target a healing point in skin cell activity that could perform high e�cacy and low side effect. Further
study needs to be in clinical testing. 

Conclusion
In this study, Ag-cCNC was successfully fabricated by APS-oxidised cellulose and hydrothermal reaction, which
used two steps and minimised the chemical reagent as reductants or stabilisers; APS for surface-modi�ed and
AgNO3 for the hydrothermal reaction. XPS results showed the interaction between Ag NPs on cCNC. TEM-EDX result
revealed the aggregated black particles as silver particle interspaces of cCNC, with Ag particles' well-distribution on
cCNC surface with ca 15 nm.  The particle size of Ag-cCNC composite signi�cantly decreased with an increased in
Ag dose. The maximum Ag-doping of 28.0% yield was in 1.5wt%Ag-cCNC. The most petite composite sized of
141.80-190.10 nm was also obtained at 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC.  The average release rate of Ag+ from the 1.5wt% Ag-
cCNC was at 2.76±0.10 – 1.24±0.05 ppm (0.1-0.2%) per 2 days, and the maximum accumulation of Ag+ was at
38.18±2.35 ppm (1.47±0.81 %) for 32 days, which showed longer release. Also, 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC with 200 200
µg/mL showed antitumour HCT 116 (Human colon cancer cell) and  SK-MEL-2 Human Skin Melanoma cell) 
activity with  35±4.04% and 20±7.68%, respectively. The result shows high e�cacy in both anticancer cells,
comparing to cisplatin as an anticancer reagent. This work could prepare an antitumour drug with fewer process
steps and contribute to the alternative way to use and value-add natural cellulose from Eucalyptus pulp.
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Figure 1

XRD pattern of CNC, cCNC and various Ag-cCNC concentrations (a), cCNC (b) and 1.5 wt%Ag-cCNC (c).
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Figure 2

FTIR spectra of CNC, cCNC and various Ag-cCNC concentrations.

Figure 3

TGA curves of CNC, cCNC and various Ag-cCNC concentrations
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Figure 4

XPS spectra of CNC (a), cCNC (b), 0.5wt% Ag-cCNC (c), 1.0wt% Ag-cCNC (d), and 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC (e)
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Figure 5

possibility mechanism of Ag-cCNC synthesis by hydrothermal reaction modi�ed from Li, J., et al. (2019) work's (Li et
al. 2019).

Figure 6

TEM image of (a)0.5, (b)1.0, and (c) 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC and EDX spectra (energy 0 – 30 keV) of (d) 0.5,(e) 1.0, and (f)
1.5wt% Ag-cCNC.
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Figure 7

Size distribution of (a) 0.5wt% Ag-cCNC, (b)1.0wt% Ag-cCNC and (c) 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC.

Figure 8

The spectra of Ag nanoparticle in Ag-cCNC composite at various concentrations by UV-VIS spectrophotometer
analysis.

Figure 9
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Ag+ release rate and total release of Ag+ behaviour of 1.5wt% Ag-cCNC in DI water at 37 °C for 32 days.

Figure 10

Percentage of the viability of HCT116 cancer cell line (a) and SK-MEL-2cancer cell line (b) against various cNC and
1.5wt% Ag-cCNC doses, Cisplatin, 1%DMSO and Control (untreated cell)
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Figure 11

Graphical representation of anticancer mechanisms of Ag-cCNC
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